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	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a high-performance Mac-based network. You'll learn how to do everything from planning and installing the network from scratch to backing up both clients and servers to recovering from disaster.

	
		Plan the wired, wireless, or combination network your organization needs
	
		Build the network and install Mac OS X Server
	
		Secure the network using firewalls, encryption, and SSL authentication
	
		Harness the power of Open Directory to organize and manage the network
	
		Create user accounts, set up groups, and control which applications and features users can access
	
		Set up and manage file sharing, print, Web, and e-mail services
	
		Install applications automatically both before and after deploying the Macs
	
		Enable remote access to the network via VPN
	
		Add iPhones and iPod touches to the network



	Guy Hart-Davis is the bestselling author of more than 50 computer books, including AppleScript: A Beginner's Guide, Mac OS X Leopard QuickSteps, HTML, XHTML & CSS QuickSteps, and How to Do Everything: iPod, iPhone, & iTunes.
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Smashing WordPress Themes: Making WordPress Beautiful (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress Themes is all about making your WordPress site look beautiful. But, the beautiful part is a very personal thing, because we all have different preferences. So in essence, my book isn’t on Web design, but rather about giving you, dear reader, the tools to build the kind of site that you want to create, using WordPress...
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Perl to Python MigrationAddison Wesley, 2001
The first section of Perl to Python Programming will show you the basic layout and approach of the two languages whilst the second section moves on to the specific differences of using Python data types and objects over Perl variables. The book then looks at the core technologies behind the Python...
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Thinking Security: Stopping Next Year's Hackers (Addison-Wesley Professional Computing Series)Addison Wesley, 2015

	If you’re a security or network professional, you already know the “do’s and don’ts”: run AV software and firewalls, lock down your systems, use encryption, watch network traffic, follow best practices, hire expensive consultants . . . but it isn’t working. You’re at greater risk...
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Ophthalmology (Clinical Sciences)Georg Thieme Verlag, 2006
Like other medical specialties, ophthalmology undergoes constant enormous development in all its subspecialties. Assembling essential information is therefore an ever-recurring task, which needs to be done in various ways and for various target groups. The specialty of ophthalmology owes its development in recent years to numerous technical...
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TcL Scripting for Cisco IOS (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	A guide to building and modifying Tcl scripts to automate network administration tasks


	 


	Streamline Cisco network administration and save time with Tcl scripting


	Cisco networking professionals are under relentless pressure to...
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Do Good Design: How Designers Can Change the WorldPeachpit Press, 2008
How did design help choose a president?

Why are people buying houses they cannot afford?

Why do U.S. car makers now struggle to compete? Why do we really have an environmental crisis?

Design matters. Like never before.

Disarming the weapons of mass deception....
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